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Oh’Cean Scape Inc. Announces Environmentally Friendly Shampoo
Nourish Your Hair Naturally

Long Beach, California – February 2024- This just in! As we embark on the journey into 2024, a group of five ambitious college students have set out on a mission to revolutionize the shampoo industry. Their goal is to establish a brand that not only transforms hair, but the industry itself by offering an environmental-friendly, toxic-free, and organic shampoo.

Unlike most current shampoo companies that rely on animal testing facilities and unintended environmental waste, Oh’Cean Scape seeks to put an end to harmful chemicals by using naturally sourced raw materials that minimize the ecological footprint. The ingredients that go into Oh’Cean Scape include coconut milk, essential oils, mint leaves, and aloe vera.

After the final quarter of year two, the board of directors unanimously decided to hire this innovative team that seeks to dominate the market through high sales volume and competitive pricing to make their shampoo available to everyone.

The company’s management team includes Victor Corona (CEO), Brayden Aase (CFO), Nhi Dinh (VP of Marketing), Ian Gosselin Escamilla (Controller), and Yessenia Gudino (COO). The vision is clear: to introduce environmental sustainability without compromising quality and prioritizing the needs of their customers above all else by simultaneously creating a product that is affordable.

Mission Statement: “Oh’Cean Scape is providing healthy hair care solution ethically sourced ingredients to aid in hair health.”

Their goal is to ensure that your hair is cared for with ingredients that are both naturally derived and ethically sourced. They also want all of their customers to be able to know that they can trust the chemicals they are putting into their hair.
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